
M A N E  P O I N T S
01.
DO wash your scalp gently
with the pads of your
fingers. 

02. 
DO dry hair after washing.
Always ensure the
attachments are fully dry.

03. 
DO be gentle with your
hair. If wearing a bun or
ponytail, if there is any pain
your style is too tight.

04. 
DO hold hair at the base
when brushing.

E X T E N S I O N  A T  H O M E  C A R E

Please take time to read this
information before having your hair
extensions applied. If you have any
further questions about how to
care for your new hair, please
consult your Line One Artist! 

These guidelines, if followed,
ensure your own hair is kept in good
condition and allowed to grow
freely while wearing hair extensions. 
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THINGS YOU WILL NEED:

Shampoo
Use salon-quality clarifying or
volumizing shampoo. 
We recommend SOLU or VOLU from
Davines! 

Conditioner
Use a lightweight, hydrating
conditioner on the ends only. 
Our favorite is Davines MELU. 

Ensure conditioner is never applied to
the roots or connections of
extensions, as this will cause slippage. 

Leave-Ins
Use a leave-in conditioner like
Davines Oi All In One Milk, and a
treatment oil like Oi Oil. 

Hair Brush
Use an Ibiza Hair Tools CX8 brush to
ensure hair is detangled without
pulling. Use metal bristle brushes
only, no natural bristles.

Hair Dryer
Drying your hair is key! We
recommend the Bioprogramming
Repronizer. This tool will heal your
natural hair the more you use it! Email
orders@bomane.com to order.

DAY TO DAY ROUTINE:

Washing Your Hair Extensions
Wash your hair standing in the
shower, never in the bath or upside-
down.
First, rinse hair thoroughly before
shampooing to remove buildup. Wash
gently with the pads of your fingers,
gently exfoliating your scalp. Do not
scrub in round motions aroid the
attachments, this will cause tangling.

Shampoo hair no less than every 3-4
days. Keep your scalp clean and
without excess oil buildup. Treat your
scalp like your face, hair cannot grow
properly if you have a dirty scalp. 

Brush hair gently and apply 1 pump of
oil to the ends before shampooing.
This will avoid tangling after the
shower.

Drying Your Hair Extensions
Always dry your hair after washing. Do
not leave hair wet. If you’re going to
air dry, ensure you blow dry the
attachments thoroughly first.
Squeeze water out of the extensions,
do not rub. Do not brush through hair
until 90% dry. Hair is most fragile
when wet! 

Use a metal round brush only, natural
bristle brushes will cause too much
tension. 



Brushing Your Hair Extensions
Using a CX8 brush by Ibiza Hair Tools,
brush gently starting from the ends.
Never start brushing your hair at the
root. Hold hair at the base of the
attachments before brushing to reduce
tension. 

Brush your hair regularly- at least 2x
per day. 

Styling Your Hair Extensions
Be gently with your hair. If wearing
your hair in a bun or ponytail style, if
there is any tension or pain, your style
is too tight. Lower ponytails and styles
that keep the attachments at natural
fall are advised. 

Caution! Avoid heat at the root or
attachment of extensions. Heat at the
attachments will ruin your hair
extensions. 

We recommend the Bioprogramming
Hairbeauron Straight and Hairbeauron
Curl for healthy heat styling. Email
orders@bomane.com to order!

DAY TO DAY ROUTINE:

Activities
If you are going on vacation, in a pool,
in the ocean, working out, et cetera-
we advise you to loosely braid your
extensions for the duration of the
activity. As soon as you are done, take
hair down and wash and dry
thoroughly. Leaving hair up + wet for a
period of time will cause tangling. 

You should never go on a boat, ride in
a convertible, or any other windy
scenario without your hair in a braid to
prevent matting. 


